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Let 0RN be any open set. We study the nonlinear eigenvalue problem &2pu
=*V(x) |u| p&2 u, u # D1, p0 (0), where 1<p<N and V # L
1
loc(0) may have strong
singularities and an indefinite sign. The key ingredient is a precised concentration-
compactness lemma related to V-dependent limiting problems. This work follows,
extends, and simplifies that of A. Tertikas (1998, J. Funct. Anal. 154, 4266) dealing
with the positive linear case for 0=RN.  1999 Academic Press
Soit 0RN un ouvert quelconque, on e tudie le proble me aux valeurs propres
non line aire &2p u=*V(x) |u| p&2 u, u # D1, p0 (0), ou 1<p<N et V # L
1
loc(0) peut
e^tre singulier et avoir un signe non de fini. L’outil principal est un lemme de concen-
tration-compacite quantitatif ou les proble mes limites de pendent des singularite s de
V. Ce travail fait suite, e tend, et simplifie des re sultats obtenus par A. Tertikas,
(1998, J. Funct. Anal. 154, 4266) pour le cas line aire avec 0=RN et V de signe
constant.  1999 Academic Press
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p-Laplacian; singular weights.
1. INTRODUCTION
We are interested in finding non-trivial weak solutions for the nonlinear
eigenvalue problem
(PV) {&div({u |{u|
p&2)=V(x) |u| p&2 u,
u # D1, p0 (0),
where 0RN is any open set, V # L1loc(0), 1<p<N, and D
1, p
0 (0) is the
completion of D(0) for the norm &u& :=(0 |{u|
p)1p.
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There exist numerous works related to (PV), among them we quote
[7, 9, 17, 20] for different approaches. In [20], Szulkin and Willem generalize
several earlier results concerning the existence of an infinite sequence of eigen-
values. Their main assumption reads:
V # L1loc(0), V
+=V1+V2 {0, V1 # LNp(0),
(HSW) {for every y # 0 , limx  y, x # 0 |x& y| p V2(x)=0 andlimx  , x # 0 |x| p V2(x)=0.
Under this assumption, the mapping u [ 0 V
+ |u| p is weakly continuous
on D1, p0 (0), so the problem does not suffer a lack of compactness.
Hereafter, we will study some potentials V for which no a priori com-
pactness is assumed. We will also give a condition under which an infinite
sequence of eigenvalues can be proved. This condition will clearly extend
assumption (HSW), nonetheless it is not directly linked to punctual growths
of V.
This work follows, extends, and simplifies that of Tertikas [18] dealing
with the positive linear case for 0=RN. Our approach is largely inspired
by [18], but nowhere ‘‘critical exponent’’ techniques are used.
Non-trivial solutions of (PV) will be found by studying the constrained
minimization problem
(MV) {min 0 |{u|
p
u # D1, p0 (0), 0 V |u|
p=1;
it is a standard argument that minimizers of (MV) correspond to weak
solutions of (PV) with * appearing as a Lagrange multiplier (*#inf MV).
Such a * is then called the principal eigenvalue for problem (PV).
Let SV :=inf(MV). In order to have SV {0 and well defined, we assume
that V=V +&V &, V +{0, and there exist c>0 such that for all
u # D1, p0 (0),
c |
0
V + |u| p|
0
|{u| p. (H1)
We won’t go into further details concerning which potentials V do satisfy
(H1), for various classes we refer to [18] and the references therein.
Vaguely speaking, potentials with point singularities and decay at infinity
both at most as O( |x|&p) are important such examples (this is due to
Hardy inequality; see [11, 20] for more on this subject).
Since 0 may be unbounded and V may have ‘‘strong’’ singularities, we
cannot hope without additional assumptions that the infimum in (MV) is
achieved. We will thus have to analyse carefully the minimizing sequences.
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From it’s first appearance in the work of P. L. Lions [13, 14], the
concentration-compactness principle in the calculus of variations has been
widely used and by many authors. In fact, one should refer to the two
concentration-compactness principles, as originally ‘‘escape to infinity’’ and
‘‘concentration around points’’ are treated separately. This seemingly harm-
less dichotomy however often leads to rather cumbersome and tricky
calculations. To get rid of these difficulties, some authors have developed
variants that encompass both possible loss of compactness in a whole; see
for instance Ben-Naoum et al. [3] or also Bianchi et al. [4] which seem
to be the first works in this direction. When using the original principle or
its variants, it is necessary beforehand to discover the so-called limiting
problems that are responsible for non-compactness. Often, these are related
to the invariance of the considered functional and constraint under a non-
compact group; translations and dilations being the two most studied. In
our setting, the limiting problems will of course depend on the particular
shape of the potential V.
To this end, we define the following quantities for x # 0 and r>0,
Sr, V :=inf {|0 |{u| p, u # D1, p0 (0"Br), |0 V + |u| p=1= , (1)
S, V :=sup
r>0
Sr, V= lim
r  
Sr, V , (2)
S xr, V :=inf {|0 |{u| p, u # D1, p0 (0 & Br(x)), |0 V + |u| p=1= , (3)
S xV :=sup
r>0
S xr, V= lim
r  0
S xr, V , (4)
and
S
* , V
:= inf
x # 0
S xV , (5)
where Br stands for the closed ball of radius r centered at zero and Br(x)
stands for the open ball of radius r centered at x. Notice that some of the
above quantities may be infinite, and that only the positive part of V, V +,
is relevant here. We define
7V :=[x # 0 such that S xV<+],
and make the assumption
the closure of 7V is at most countable. (H2)
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This excludes for example potentials with strong ‘‘spikes’’ on a dense subset
of 0 (see Section 5 for some properties of 7V). Remember that we have
defined SV :=inf(MV). Our first theorem concerning the existence of a
principal eigenvalue reads:
Theorem 3.1. Let V # L1loc(0) satisfying (H1), (H2). Assume that
SV<S, V and SV<S* , V . Then there exists a principal eigenvalue forproblem (PV).
Then we are searching for the next possible eigenvalues. In the linear
case ( p=2), we will give a result concerning the existence of a finite
number of eigenvalues when at least one of S, V or S* , V is finite (see
Section 4). We do not have the same kind of result for p{2. However, we
can state the following theorem when both S, V and S* , V are infinite (the
compact case):
Theorem 4.1. Let V # L1loc(0) satisfying (H1), (H2). Assume S, V=
S
* , V
=+. Then there exists an increasing sequence of eigenvalues *n for
(PV) such that *n  .
We notice that using exactly the same techniques and with very similar
proofs, one can treat the case of mixed norms (L p for the gradient and Lq
near the potential) like those involved in the Okikiolu, Glaser, Martin,
Grosse Thirring inequalities (see Lieb [11, p. 350] for instance). However,
in those cases the strict inequalities between the infimum and the limiting
quantities are not necessary to solve the minimization problem. We
presume that in our case, the strict inequalities are always necessary.
In Section 2, we prove a V-dependent concentration-compactness lemma
adapted to our needs. We also show that it cannot be improved in some
sense. Section 3 is devoted to Theorem 3.1 and Section 4 to Theorem 4.1. In
Section 4, we also give the example of a potential V which does not satisfy
assumption (HSV) in [20] but for which Theorem 4.1 still ensures the exist-
ence of an infinite sequence of eigenvalues. Section 5 gives some simple
properties of _V and finally Section 6 deals with a compactness criteria in
the book of Maz’ja [15].
2. A V-DEPENDENT CONCENTRATION-COMPACTNESS LEMMA
In this section, we consider a potential V # L1loc(0) satisfying (H1) and
(H2). For convenience, we take it positive but one can avoid it by replacing
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every occurrence of V below by V +. We denote by M(0) the Banach
space of finite Radon measure over 0 equipped with the norm
&+& := sup
, # C0(0), |,|1
|+(,)|.
A sequence (+n)M(0) is said to converge weakly to + # M(0) provided
+n(,)  +(,) for all , # C0(0). By the BanachAlaoglu theorem, every
bounded sequence (+n)M(0) contains a weakly convergent subsequence.
We also note M+(0) the cone of positive finite Radon measures over 0,
and $x the Dirac mass at point x. The following lemma analyses bounded
sequences in D1, p0 (0) in terms of V, it is the key ingredient in proving
Theorems 3.1 and 4.1. The quantities S
* , V
and S, V are defined as
previously.
Lemma 2.1. Let (un)D1, p0 (0) a bounded sequence. Going if necessary
to a subsequence, we may assume that un ( u in D1, p0 (0), un  u almost
everywhere, |{un&{u| p ( + in M+(0), V + |un&u| p ( & in M+(0), and
|{un | p ( +~ in M+(0). Define
+ := lim
R  
lim
n   |0 & |x|>R |{un |
p
and
& := lim
R  
lim
n   |0 & |x| >R V |un |
p.
Then,
(1) +S, V } & .
(2) &= :
i # I
&i$xi for some x i # 7V , &i>0,
+ :
i # I
&iS xiV $xi , and
+~ |{u| p+ :
i # I
&iS xiV $xi .
(3) lim
n  
|V 1pun | pp, 0=|V
1pu| pp, 0+&&&+& .
(4) lim
n  
|{un | pp, 0 =|{u| pp, 0+&+&++
|{u| pp, 0+S* , V &&&++
if p=2,
otherwise.
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In particular, if S, V=SV, V=+ then &=&&&=0 and (un) strongly con-
verges to u in the weighted space L p(0, V dx).
Proof. Hereafter, we make an extensive use of the inequality
| |a+b| p&|a| p|= |a| p+c(=, p) |b| p, (6)
valid for 0<p< and =>0.
(a) Fix R>0. Using assumption (H1) and the boundedness of (un),
} |0 & |x|>R V |un&u| p&|0 & |x| >R V |un | p }
= |
0 & |x|>R
V |un | p+c(=, p) |
0 & |x|>R
V |u| p
=K+c(=, p) |
0 & |x|>R
V |u| p,
for some positive constant K and any =>0. Hence,
} limn   |0 & |x| >R V |un&u| p& limn   |0 & |x| >R V |un | p }
=K+o(1), R  .
Taking the limit for R  , we obtain
} limR   limn   |0 & |x|>R V |un&u| p&& }=K,
but as = is arbitrary,
lim
R  
lim
n   |0 & |x|>R V |un&u|
p=& . (7)
Proceeding along the same lines, we get
lim
R  
lim
n   |0 & |x|>R |{un&{u|
p=+ . (8)
Let R>0 and ,R # C(RN) such that ,R #0 on BR , ,R #1 outside BR+1
and |,R|1 everywhere. Clearly,
|
0 & |x| >R
V |un&u| p|
0
V |un&u| p , pR|
0 & |x|>R+1
V |un&u| p,
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so that also,
lim
R  
lim
n   |0 V |un&u|
p , pR=& . (9)
Similarly, limR   limn   0 |{un&{u| p , pR=+ .
But once again, by inequality (6)
} limR   limn   |0 |({un&{u) ,R | p& limR   limn   |0 |{((un&u) ,R)| p }
=K+c(=, p) lim
R  
lim
n   |0 |un&u|
p |{,R | p
==K+c(=, p) lim
R  
0
because {,R has compact support and (un) converges locally in L p by the
RellichSobolev embedding theorem. Therefore,
lim
R  
lim
n   |0 |{((un&u) ,R)|
p=+ . (10)
Let \>0. By definition there exist R0>0 such that SR0 , V>S, V&\. For
R larger than R0 , (un&u) ,R belongs to D1, p0 (0 & BR0), so that
SR0 , V |
0
V |un&u| p , pR|
0
|{((un&u) ,R)| p. (11)
Using (9), (10) and taking the limits in (11) yields
+SR0 , V } &(S, V&\) & ,
but since \ is arbitrary, +S, V& . This proves (1). Remark that we
have made the calculations as if S, V were finite. If not, replace (S, V&\)
by \&1 in the above equations.
To prove (2), we will first show that & is supported in 7V . Let , #
D(RN"7V ); we have to prove that &(,)=0. Without loss of generality, we
can assume that ,0 and ,1p is smooth. Fix n # N. For each x # supp(,)
there exist rx>0 such that
inf {|0 |{u| p, u # D1, p0 (0 & Brx(x)), |0 V |u| p=1=>n.
Form the covering [Brx(x), x # supp(,)] of supp(,), we can extract a finite
open sub-covering [Bri (x i), i=1, ..., m]. Let [! i , i=1, ..., m] a smooth
partition of unity associated with it; we will write ,i=,!i . We compute
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&(,)= lim
n   |0 V |un&u|
p ,= :
m
i=1
lim
n   |0 V |un&u|
p ,i

1
n
:
m
i=1
lim
n   |0 |{((un&u) ,
1p
i )|
p
=
1
n
:
m
i=1
lim
n   |0 |{(un&u)|
p ,i (inequality (6))
=
1
n
:
m
i=1
+(,i)=
1
n
+(,)&+& &,& . (12)
As n is arbitrary, &(,)=0, as claimed. By assumption (H2), 7V is at most
countable so that & is a sum of Dirac masses. Let x # 7V ; for each j # N
there exist rj>0 such that S xrj , V>S
x
V&1j. We can assume that r j  0 as
j  . Let j # D(Brj (x)) positive and verifying  j (x)=1=supR N j . We
have
+([x])= lim
j  
+( pj )= lim
j  
lim
n   |0 |{(un&u)|
p  pj
= lim
j  
lim
n   |0 |{((un&u) j)|
p (inequality (6))
 lim
j   {(S xV&1j) limn   |0 V |un&u| p  pj =
= lim
j  
(S xV&1j) &(
p
j )
=S xV &([x]). (13)
Similarly, if x # 7V "7V , we obtain +([x])> j&([x]) for each j so that
&([x])=0. This proves that the Dirac masses are located in 7V . The
inequality
} |0 |{(un&u)| p  pj &|0 |{un | p  pj }
= |
0
|{(un&u)| p  pj +c(=, p) |
0
|{u| p  pj
=K+c(=, p) o(1), j  ,
shows that +([x])=+~ ([x]). Now, if  # D(RN) is positive, the application
v [ 0  |v|
p is convex on L p(0) and hence weakly sequentially lower
semi-continuous. Therefore, +|{u| p. We conclude using the ortho-
gonality of |{u| p with Dirac masses. Claim (2) is thus proved.
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(c) Let , # D(RN) be positive. Using the BrezisLieb lemma [5] we
obtain
|
0
V |un | p ,=|
0
V |un&u| p ,+|
0
V |u| p ,+o(1)
=|
0
V |u| p ,+&(,)+o(1), (14)
so that V |un | p ( V |u| p+& in M(RN). Hence, for , :=(1&,R) as defined
above (9),
lim
n   |0 V |un |
p= lim
n   _|0 V |un | p ,R+|0 V |un | p (1&,R)&
= lim
n   _|0 V |un | p ,R&+|0 V |u| p (1&,R)+&(1&,R)
= lim
R  
lim
n   |0 V |un |
p ,R+|
0
V |u| p+&&&
=|
0
V |u| p+&&&+& . (15)
That’s precisely statement (3).
(d) We first treat the case p=2 in (4). Let , # D(RN) be positive. As
{un weakly converges to {u in the Hilbert space L2(0),
|
0
|{un | 2 ,=|
0
|{(un&u)|2 ,+|
0
|{u|2 ,+o(1). (16)
Hence, once again for , :=(1&,R),
lim
n   |0 |{un |
2= lim
n   _|0 |{un |2 ,R+|0 |{un |2 (1&,R)&
= lim
n   _|0 |{un |2 ,R &+|0 |{u| 2 (1&,R)++(1&,R)
= lim
R  
lim
n   |0 |{un |
2 ,R+|
0
|{u|2+&+&
=|
0
|{u|2+&+&++ . (17)
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In the general case, we only have the weaker conclusion
lim
n   |0 |{un |
p= lim
n   _|0 |{un | p ,R+|0 |{un | p (1&,R)&
= lim
n   _|0 |{un | p ,R&++~ (1&,R)
= lim
R  
lim
n   |0 |{un |
p ,R++~ (1&,R)
=++&+~ &
|
0
|{u| p+S
* , V
&&&++ . (18)
This concludes claim (4) and the lemma is proved. K
Remark 2.2. If we had made the stronger assumption that {un converges
almost everywhere to {u then we would get the stronger conclusion
lim
n  
|{un | pp, 0=|{u|
p
p, 0+&+&++ , (19)
even when p{2. For this, we just need to use the BrezisLieb lemma to
obtain (16) with 2 replaced by p and then proceed along the same lines.
However, we cannot hope such a conclusion to hold without an additional
condition, as the following example shows.
Example 2.3. The condition p<N is only necessary when 0 is
unbounded, otherwise one works in the Sobolev space W 1, p0 (0). So, let
0=]0, 1[ and define vn # W 1, p0 (0) by
v$n(x) :={+1 if x # [2k2
n, (2k+1)2n[, k=0, ..., 2n&1
&1 if x # [(2k&1)2n, 2k2n[, k=1, ..., 2n
and un(x) :=vn(x)+v1(x). It is easy to verify that un  v1 almost
everywhere, u$n ( v$1 in L p for any 1<p<, |v$n | p ( +#1 as a measure
and 10 |u$n |
p  2 p&1. Hence,
2 p&1= lim
n   |
1
0
|u$n | p{|
1
0
|v$1| p+&+&++=1+1+0=2
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if p is different from two. Nevertheless, if we take for example V # L(0)
then V |vn | p ( &#0 as a measure so that
lim
n   |
1
0
|u$n | p=2 p&11=|
1
0
|v$1| p+S* , V |&|++ ,
as predicted.
3. EXISTENCE OF PRINCIPAL EIGENVALUES
With the help of Lemma 2.1 we can now prove Theorem 3.1. We recall
that 0RN is any open set and V # L1loc(0), V=V
+&V & where V +, V &
are respectively the positive and negative parts of V. The constants SV ,
S
* , V
, S, V are defined in Section 1.
Theorem 3.1. Assume V satisfies (H1), (H2). If the inequalities SV<
S, V and SV<S* , V are verified, then there exist a principal eigenvalue forproblem (PV).
Proof. Let (un)D1, p0 (0) a minimizing sequence for (MV). The boun-
dedness of 0 V
+ |un | p follows from assumption (H0). Thus, going if
necessary to a subsequence, we can assume that un ( u in D1, p0 (0), un  u
almost everywhere, and |{un&{u| p ( +, V + |un&u| p ( &, |{un | p ( +~ as
measures. Finally, we also ask that 0 V
+ |un | p  $ for some $1. By
Lemma 2.1, we obtain
SV = lim
n   |0 |{un |
p|
0
|{u| p+S
* , V
} &&&++
SV |
0
V |u| p+S
* , V
} &&&+S, V } & , (20)
and
$= lim
n   |0 V
+ |un | p=|
0
V + |u| p+&&&+& . (21)
Moreover, by Fatou’s lemma,
$&1= lim
n   |0 V
& |un | p|
0
V & |u| p. (22)
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Subtracting (22) from (21) gives 10 V |u|
p+&&&+& . If &&&{0 or
& {0, Eq. (20) yields
SV SV |
0
V |u| p+S
* , V
&&&+S, V &
>SV \|0 V |u| p+&&&+&+
>SV , (23)
a contradiction. Thus 10 V |u|
p so that in fact, 1=0 V |u|
p,
0 |{u|
p=SV , and the theorem is proved. K
Remark 3.2. In fact, from un ( u and &un&  &u& we can conclude that
any minimizing sequence in the preceding theorem contains a strongly
convergent subsequence. This is due to the uniform convexity of the L p
norms for 1<p<+.
4. EXISTENCE OF THE NEXT EIGENVALUES
In this section, we are concerned with the existence of other eigenvalues
than the principal one. We will use Lemma 2.1 to extend Theorem 4.4 in
[20] to our setting and make some remarks concerning the non-compact
case. Also, we give an example of a V for which assumption (HSW) in [20]
fails but Theorem 4.1 below still ensures the existence of an infinite
sequence of eigenvalues.
As pointed out in [20], the constraint M :=[u # D1, p0 (0) such that
0 V |u|
p=1] is not in general a C1-manifold, this is due to the lack of
condition on V &. In order to use LjusternikSchnirelmann type theorems,
the authors consider the Banach space X :=[u # D1, p0 (0) s.t. 0 V
& |u| p
<+] with norm &u& :=0 ( |{u|
p+V & |u| p). It is not too difficult to
see that M is a C1-submanifold of X. Define
*n := inf
#(A)n
A # A
sup
u # A
|
0
|{u| p,
where A :=[AM such that A is compact and A=&A], and #(A), the
Krasnoselskii genus, is the smallest integer k for which a continuous odd
mapping A  Rk"[0] exists. Notice that *1=SV . Theorem 4.4 in [20]
states that under assumption (HSW), the *n ’s are eigenvalues for problem
(PV). This extends as:
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Theorem 4.1. Let V # L1loc(0) satisfying (H1), (H2). Assume S, V=
S
* , V
=+. Then there exist an increasing sequence of eigenvalues *n for
(PV) such that *n  .
Proof. By Corollary 4.1 in [19], it is sufficient to prove that the func-
tional u [ 0 |{u|
p satisfies the PalaisSmale condition on M. Let (un)M
a PalaisSmale sequence. The boundedness of 0 V
+ |un | p follows from
assumption (H0). Thus, going if necessary to a subsequence, we can assume
that un ( u in D1, p0 (0), un  u almost everywhere, and |{un&{u|
p ( +,
V + |un&u| p ( &, |{un | p ( +~ as measures. Since S, V=S* , V=+, the
last statement of Lemma 2.1 ensures that 0 V
+ |un | p  0 V
+ |u| p. The
proof then goes on along the same lines as in [20]. K
In the Hilbert case, we can obtain a finite number of bound states in
some cases:
Theorem 4.2. Assume p=2 and *k<min(S, V , S* , V) for some k1.Then *1 , ..., *k are all eigenvalues for (PV).
Proof. It suffices to repeat the argument of Theorem 3.1 in the ortho-
gonal complement in D1, 20 (0) of the already constructed eigenvectors. K
Example 4.3. Let V :=V += |x|&2 on RN with 0<V # LN2 and p=2.
Then for each n # N there exist =0>0 such that (PV) has at least n ‘‘bound
states’’ for each ==0 .
Remark 4.4. (a) Using the Hardy inequality,
|
R N
|u| p
|x| p
\ NN& p+
p
|
RN
|{u| p, u # D1, p(RN), 1<p<N,
it is easy to see that under assumption (HSW), one has S, V=S* , V=+.
Example 4.5 will show that the converse is not true.
(b) We do not have an equivalent of Theorem 4.2 for general p. In
fact, a similar construction fails in the Banach space D1, p0 (0) when p{2
and the LjusternikSchnirelmann procedure above does not give enough
information to replace *1=SV in the second line of (20) by *j , jk. Also,
one can prove that the PalaisSmale condition fails at any level higher
than *1 . Nevertheless, we conjecture that in this case, *1 , ..., *k are still all
eigenvalues for problem (PV).
(c) As was suggested to us by A. Szulkin, the condition S, V=
S
* , V
=+ is equivalent to the weak continuity of the functional u [
0 V
+ |u| p; see Section 6.
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Example 4.5. For this example, we take 0=RN and 1<p<N. Let
A0 a bounded measurable set, and define Ar :=meas[A & Br(0)]. The
potential V is defined by V(x) :=1|x| p 1A(x), where 1A is the characteristic
function of A. As A is bounded, S, V=+. The following calculation
gives sufficient conditions on Ar in order to have
S
* , V
= lim
r  0
inf {|0 |{u| p, u # D(Br(0)), |0 V(x) |u| p=1==+.
Hereafter, the * sign will denote the symmetric decreasing rearrangement;
see [12]. We have
V*(r)=sup [t # R+ with meas[x : |V(x)|t]|(n) rn]
=sup [t such that At&1prn]. (24)
If A satisfies Ar=o(rn) at zero, the preceding calculation shows that
V*(r)=o(r&p). Let u # D(Br(0)). The rearrangement inequality [12] yields
1=|
Br (0)
V |u| p|
Br (0)
V*(|u| p)*=|
Br (0)
V* |u*| p
=o(1) |
Br (0)
|u*| p
|x| p
o(1) |
Br (0)
|{u*| p
=o(1) |
Br (0)
|{u| p. (25)
And therefore S
*, V
=+. We now search a condition for Ar in which case
the assumption (HSW) is not satisfied. If 0 is an accumulation point of A,
it suffices to verify that V  LNp(0). By the layer cake representation [12],
&V&NpNp, 0 =|
+
0
meas[x such that |V(x)| Npt] dt
=|
+
0
meas[x such that |V(x)|t pN] dt
=|
+
0
At&1n dt=|
+
0
Arr&n&1 dr
=|
1
0
=(r) r&1 dr+c,
where Ar==(r) rn. It suffices then to take =(r)=o(1) as r  0 but so that
10 =(r) r
&1 dr is divergent.
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5. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE SINGULARITY SET
In Section 1, we introduced the set 7V for a potential V # L1loc(0) satisfy-
ing assumption (H1). Then, we were forced to impose assumption (H2) in
order to carry on the subsequent analysis. What is the relevance of such an
hypothesis? We won’t go into the details but just give some flavor of how
exotic 7V can be.
Remark 5.1. We will use implicitly the fact that for V=1|x| p in a
neighborhood of the origin and zero elsewhere the constants S 0r, V do not
depend on r.
Proposition 5.2. There exist V # L1loc(0) such that 7V is not closed.
Proof. As 7V is characterized by a local property, we can assume
without loss of generality that 0=RN. Let x i=(1i, 0, ..., 0) # RN, i # N,
and define Vi (x) equal to 1|x&xi | p i &2 on the ball centered at x i with
radius ri and zero elsewhere. Here, ri are chosen so that the Vi do not over-
lap. Clearly, V :=i # N Vi is locally integrable and xi # 7i for each i. We
want to show that [0]  7V . Let n # N, r :=1n and u # D1, p0 (Br(0)). As
Br(0)B2r(xi) for in, we have
|
R N
V |u| p= :
+
i=n
|
RN
Vi |u| p :
+
i=n
(S xi
2r, V)
&1 |
R N
|{u| p
c :
+
i=n
i&2 |
RN
|{u| p, (27)
where c does not depend on n. The last inequality being a consequence of
S y\, VaS
y
\, Vb
whenever VaVb . This yields S 01n, V(c 
+
i=n i
&2)&1 and
therefore S 0V=+, the claim is proved. K
Also,
Proposition 5.3. There exist V # L1loc(0) such that 7V is not countable.
Proof. Again, we can restrict ourself to the case 0=RN. Let (x i) i # N be
an enumeration of QNRN. Define V := i # N V i where Vi is equal to
1|x&xi | p i&2 on the unit ball centered at x i and zero elsewhere. An easy
calculation shows that assumption (H1) is satisfied (see Remark 5.1) and
QN7V . K
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However, the following is true:
Proposition 5.4. 7V is a Borel subset of 0 .
Proof. Remark that
7V= .
n # N
,
r>0
[x such that S xr, Vn]. (28)
Let 7n :=r>0[x such that S xr, Vn], (x j)7n converging to some x # 0
and \>0. Since B\2(xj)B\(x) for j large enough, we have S x\, V
S xj\2, Vn. But \ is arbitrary so that x # 7n and 7n is closed. K
6. A COMPACTNESS CRITERIA OF MAZ’JA
In this section, we are concerned with the case S
* , V
=S, V=+ and
it’s correspondence with a compactness criteria in the book of Maz’ja (see
[15, Theorem 1, Sect. 2.4.2]). As usual, 0RN is open, V # L1loc(0)
satisfies assumptions (H1), (H2), and 1<p<N. The p-capacity of a
compact set F0 is by definition
p&cap(F, 0) :=inf {|0 |{u| p, u # D(0), u1 on F= .
This criteria, adapted to our setting, states that the conditions
lim sup
$  0 {( p&cap(F, 0))&1 } |F V +, diam(F )$==0, (29)
lim sup
\  + {( p&cap(F, 0))&1 } |F V +, F(0"B\)==0, (30)
are necessary and sufficient for the weak continuity of the mapping u [
0 V
+ |u| p defined on D1, p0 (0). As was suggested to us by A. Szulkin, we
can prove an alternative compactness criteria in terms of the quantities
S
* , V
and S, V .
Theorem 6.1. The conditions S
* , V
=S, V=+ are necessary and suf-
ficient for the weak continuity of the mapping u [ 0 V
+ |u| p defined
on D1, p0 (0).
Proof. (a) Necessity. We only treat the case of S
* , V
, the other one
being very similar. Assume by contradiction that there exist x0 such
that S xV=a<+. Then, for all n # N one can find un # D(0 & B1n(x))
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with 0 V
+ |un | p=1 and 0 |{un |
pa+1. As clearly un ( 0, the weak
continuity yields 1=0 V
+ |un | p  0, a contradiction.
(b) Sufficiency. Let un ( u in D1, p0 (0) and :n :=0 V
+ |un | p. By
Lemma 2.1 and its last statement, every subsequence (;n) of (:n) contains
a subsequence (#n) converging to 0 V
+ |u| p. The conclusion then follows
by a classical lemma of real analysis. K
This equivalent criteria can have advantages in some cases, as often the
p-capacities are delicate to work with.
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